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ResultsResults

Fermion acquires a mass expressed in Fermion acquires a mass expressed in 
terms of UVterms of UV--finite solution of the SD finite solution of the SD 
equation for full fermion propagatorequation for full fermion propagator
Complex scalar field Complex scalar field ΦΦ describes two describes two 
real scalar particles with different massesreal scalar particles with different masses
There is a massless pseudoscalar NG There is a massless pseudoscalar NG 
boson as a collective excitation of both boson as a collective excitation of both 
fermion and boson fieldsfermion and boson fields



Assume chiralityAssume chirality--changing changing ΣΣ
is dynamically generatedis dynamically generated

ΣΣ induces generically induces generically 
new chiralnew chiral--symmetry symmetry 
breaking  breaking  ΠΠ in the in the 
scalar sectorscalar sector



SCHWINGERSCHWINGER--DYSON EQUATION FOR DYSON EQUATION FOR ΣΣ
If If ΣΣ exists it is UV finite and dominated at low momentaexists it is UV finite and dominated at low momenta

Numerical evidence for critical value of the couplingNumerical evidence for critical value of the coupling
Substitution of Substitution of ΣΣ in SD equation for in SD equation for ΠΠ results in results in ΠΠ which is also UV which is also UV 
finite and dominated at low momentafinite and dominated at low momenta



WHERE IS THE NAMBUWHERE IS THE NAMBU--GOLDSTONE BOSON ?GOLDSTONE BOSON ?
GLOBAL CONTINUOUS AXIAL SYMMETRY IS GLOBAL CONTINUOUS AXIAL SYMMETRY IS 

SPONTANEOUSLY BROKENSPONTANEOUSLY BROKEN



CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

Massless pseudoscalar NambuMassless pseudoscalar Nambu--Goldstone boson is a collective Goldstone boson is a collective 
excitation of both fermion and boson fields with couplings excitation of both fermion and boson fields with couplings 
calculable in terms of calculable in terms of ΣΣ and and ΠΠ..

Detailed knowledge of Detailed knowledge of ΣΣ and and ΠΠ in Minkowski space is necessary.in Minkowski space is necessary.

Gauging U(1)Gauging U(1)A A (with care due to anomaly) should result in massive (with care due to anomaly) should result in massive 
axialaxial--vector field with mass calculable in terms of vector field with mass calculable in terms of ΣΣ and and ΠΠ..

Generalization to anomalyGeneralization to anomaly--free gauge SU(2)xU(1) chiral free gauge SU(2)xU(1) chiral 
electroweak theory in electroweak theory in 

TomTomášáš Brauner and JiBrauner and Jiřříí HoHoššek, hepek, hep--ph/0407339 (with bosonic ph/0407339 (with bosonic 
admixture of the admixture of the ‘‘wouldwould--bebe’’ NG bosons regrettably omitted).NG bosons regrettably omitted).
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